Abstract
Introduction
The recognition of words is a powerful solution to the text recognition problem in which images of text are transformed into their ASCII equivalent [61. This is an alternative to traditional character recognition techniques that rely on the segmentation of a word into characters. This is sometimes followed by a postprocessing step that uses a dictionary of legal words to select the correct choices.
Solutions to improving the performance of a text recognition system have utilized the context of the language in which the document was written. Examples include using the syntax 171 as well as the semantics [I] of the underlying passage of text.
An observation about context beyond the individual word level that is used here concerns the vocabulary of a document. Even though the vocabulary over which word recognition is computed may contain 100, OOO or more wards. a typical document may actually use fewer than 500 Merent words. Thus, h i g h accuracy in word recognition is bound to result if the vocabulary of a document could be predicted and the decisions of a word recognition algorithm were selected only from that limited set. This paper discusses a methodology to predict the vocabulary of a document from its ward nxqpition decisions. The N best recognition choices for each word are used in a probabilistic model for information retrieval to locate a set of similar document in a database. The vocabulary of those documents is then used to select the recognition decisions from the word recognition system that have a high probability of correctness. A tree structure for the document database is proposed that overcomes matching problems caused by noise that were present in an earlier formulation [9].
The rest of this paper presents the algorithm in more detail. The technique far locating similar documents in a database is discussed. A novel method of structuring the database as a graph is presented. The use of the vocabulary ficun those documents to filter the word recognition output is given. Experimental results demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to select a subset of the word recognition decisions that have a high probability ofcorrectness.
Algorithm Description
The algorithmic framework discussed in this paper is presented in Figure 1 . The document similarity graph is shown in Table 2 that results from grouping the six most similar samples with each of those shown in Table 1 . This provides, overall, 42 unique samples The titles of those samples are shown in Table 3 . A clustering of topics between the base samples and those they are similar to is observed.
Experimental Investigation
The top choices of the recognition algorithm were filtered by comparing them to the most similar samples and retaining the words that occurred in those samples. Results for using samples from the top level of the graph only as well as the first two levels of the graph are given.
Three criteria used to select word recognition decisions from the neighborhoods of GO2. Those criteria include overall performance in which all the top recognition choices in GO2 that occurred anywhere in the similar samples were retained.
The G02-nouns condition refers to the case where only the top choices for the nouns in GO2 that matched any of the nouns in the similar samples were retained. The application of this selection criteria in a working system would assume the presence of a part-of-speech (POS) tagging algorithm that would assign POS tags to word images.
In the matching-nouns condition. only the nouns in the similar samples were used to filter the top recognition choices. This case was explored because the nouns may be considered to cany more information about the content of a text passage than verbs or words with other parts of speech. Thus. the co-occurrence of nouns in two documents about similar topics should be due less to chance than other word types. Table 3 . Samples at second level in similarity graph. Table 4 ). it was discovered that 251 of those top decisions also occurred in 542. Of those, only nine words were erroneous matches. This mrresponds to an error rate of about four percent. In other words, the correct rate for 28 percent of the input words was raised to 96 percent from the 87 percent p r e vided by the word recognition algorithm alone.
The performance of adding the second level of the samples in the document similarity graph is also shown in Table 4 . The column titled "samples used" refers to using the nth similar sample and the six samples closest to it in the document database graph shown above. The perfomance shown is cumulative. For example, the second row of the table provides performance for using the combined vocabulary from 542, G55.543. G72, G35, G21. F15.522. G35, G29, F44, F23. G22, and G72. It is seen that it is possible to increase the number of words
